
Letter of Opposition to City of Prince George Zoning Bylaw No. 7850, 2023

The Palmers
9262 Twinberry Drive
Prince George, BC
V2K 5B9

ATTN: Simon Yu,
Tim Bennett,
Garth Frizzell
Trudy Klassen
Ron Polillo
Corey Ramsay
Kyle Sampson
Susan Scott
Brian Skakun

1100 Patricia Blvd
Prince George, BC
V2L 3V9

Dear Mayor Simon Yu and Honourable City Council Members,

I am writing to express my opposition to the ‘City of Prince George Zoning Bylaw No. 7850,
2023.’ I urge city council, L&M Engineering, and Mr. James Wankel to consider what is in the
best interest for the public in the long term with this land.

I have reached out to the rezoning applicant Mr James Wankel, leaving a voicemail on March
23rd, 2023 to learn more. I have reviewed information on Green Homes which I understand to
be one of the applicant’s companies, but have not received a phone call back as of yet so I am
basing this letter on some assumptions. Those assumptions include that the owner would be
installing Green Homes modular homes on the property, and that they would establish, then sell
the manufactured home park business. I encourage the investor looking to improve and expand
communities in Prince George, and I believe this can be accomplished with the existing zoning.

Rezoning is not the right direction for the city and developer to take in this scenario for several
reasons including the cost to the environment, the cost burden to taxpayers/loss of income over
time for the City of Prince George, the loss of community consistency, and the risks involved.
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Cost to the Environment
The OCP Financial Plan directly speaks to “avoid urban sprawl”, and to “settlement patterns that
minimize the use of automobiles and encourage walking, bicycling and efficient use of public
transit.”

If the 11 hectares were built to maximum density, that would be 242 homes (22/ha) on top of the
existing development of 28 lots in District Lot 2432. The proposed density is double the amount
of the existing zoning (150 lots overall, with 28 being developed thus far). Which means double
the amount of people driving to and from Prince George. Meadow Park is located approximately
15 km from Prince George’s City Centre which equates to approximately 30-40 minutes driving
round trip, and approximately 30 km for one ‘trip to town and back.’ The increased density with
the proposed zoning would double the carbon footprint of the existing zoning density.

Currently, the neighbourhood is accessed by road directly off Highway 97 via Burgess Rd. The
city bus service does not reach this neighbourhood, the closest stop is over a kilometer down
the Highway and there poses a risk to human life to walk along the highway from Meadow Park.
There is no sidewalk and there are no streetlights to light the way along the highway to the
closest bus stop. There is a light at the turnoff, but it in no way reaches the distance required for
people to safely reach the bus stop. Walkscore.com gives the neighbourhood a rating of
“0:almost all errands require a car.” See Addendum B. There are no existing road systems to
connect to other neighbourhoods at this point making it a difficult neighbourhood to access
currently unless you have a vehicle. There are proposed roads which will be an additional cost
to taxpayers.

The benefits of waste reduction by Green Homes are commendable in construction practices,
however, the long-term effect of having a higher density population so far removed from the city
centre amenities would result in higher household carbon footprints. According to Stats Canada,
driving accounts for 60% of Greenhouse Gas Emissions. This additional density would
drastically increase the overall carbon footprint for the area, and would outweigh the short term
environmental benefit of saving on construction materials.

The majority of the 11.5 ha development area in question is identified on the PGMap ecology
layers - general sensitivity classifications as being ‘provincially sensitive,’ with a small portion
being classified as ‘locally sensitive,’ and only a small portion being identified as ‘common.’
Without knowing the details that go into these sensitivity ratings, it is my assumption that these
sensitive areas will require environmental studies prior to having the approval for development.
Which leads into my next point, the cost to taxpayers.
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Cost to Taxpayers
The proposed area has been identified by the City of Prince George as part of schedule B in the
OCP, Growth Management Class, Phase 2. This phase indicates that the developer will be
paying for all infrastructure associated with development.

‘Policy 8.1.15
The City should finance development in these areas in keeping with
the principle that new development must pay its own way. Based on
this principle, all infrastructure required to support development in
Phase 1, Phase 2 and Future Urban areas should be funded in full by
the developer.’

The proposed rezoning and subsequent development would impose a heavy tax burden on the
residents of Prince George to develop the area. To my understanding from discussion with my
neighbours and comment from the city planner I met with, the existing pump station is already at
maximum capacity. For the developer to foot all infrastructure bills to initiate this new
construction, they would be paying millions of dollars for the pump station alone, which makes
me question the financial feasibility of the development project overall. If the developer is not
paying for the infrastructure, the costs will fall back to the city, and ultimately to taxpayers.
Without having all the costs to hand, my assumption is that the return on investment would not
be realized for decades longer with the rezoning considering that modular and manufactured
homes in a park do not retain their value in the same way that homes on land do.

The aggregate value of 9153 when developed to existing zoning would be more beneficial to the
City of Prince George in the long term, there would be more income by property tax in the long
term as properties would better retain their values, and the existing density would be less of a
strain on the taxpayers and on the environment.

If rezoned, the development of a manufactured home park at 9153 Twinberry Drive would be
beneficial to the land owner and developers, leaving the Citizens of Prince George to pay for the
costs associated in the long term.
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Community, and Neighbourhood Improvements
There is a restrictive covenant that covers the majority of the lots in the existing subdivision,
Plan #PGPL6232, see Addendum D. This legal document was put into place to ensure that the
developments in this neighbourhood would follow a specific building scheme, with requirements
about size of house and garage, including Restriction #8, ‘No mobile home shall be installed or
erected on any lot.’ This restrictive covenant covers lots 1-21 of District Lot 2432, the very same
district lot which is being reviewed for rezoning.

While this area is prioritized as a growth priority area, the proposed rezoning does not take into
consideration a ‘complete community’ approach as laid out in Policy 8.1.11 of the City’s OCP.
The proposed density does not align with the context of the surrounding urban structure.

Policy 8.1.11
To establish clear community preferences, increase certainty for
redevelopment and infill projects, and establish detailed priorities for
capital investments, the City should prioritize neighbourhood
planning in and around Growth Priority areas. These plans should
take a “complete community” approach, including situating the plan
area in the context of the surrounding urban structure [See also Map
1 - Community Identity], and relating residential development and
densities to the urban structure and to design principles for walkable
communities.

The current zoning was considered thoroughly by the City of Prince George planners prior to
Phase 1 of the Meadow Park neighbourhood construction, and allows for a variety of housing to
be built in the area in question.

The Austin East neighbourhoods south of Meadow Park have recently had several
manufactured homes removed from properties in order to build houses on these properties. This
indicates a trend away from manufactured and modular homes in the area, and the potential for
urban city growth.
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The development land located at 9153 Twinberry Drive on District Lot 2432 has a rezoning
amendment application in effect, with an 11.5 hectare parcel of land proposed as RM9. The land
is currently located in the ‘Meadow Park’ neighbourhood with a blended zoning consisting of
RM1, RM3, RS2, AG, and AF. This current zoning is consistent with the existing developments,
and there are already development plans for the area with phase 1 and part of phase 2 being
complete. The neighbourhood plan is zoned for 150 homes according to the original developers,
and while the remainder phases are yet to be completed, they paint a picture of a residential
neighbourhood that would be perfect for growing families, located near the edge of town. See
Addendum A. The existing zoning allows for a variety of home builds in this area, including
apartments, fourplexes, duplexes, row housing, more single family homes, community housing,
and more. The natural land features would enable waterfront homes, homes on greenbelt,
neighbourhood homes, and would be suited for growing families, of which there are many in
Prince George.

Prince George is already cited as being ‘The most affordable city in BC. when compared to 26
other cities in our province. This title was awarded without the proposed massive manufactured
home park. Prince George currently has numerous manufactured home parks with empty spots,
and there are already several locations in Prince George that have already been approved for
the development of manufactured home parks, including 111 manufactured homes in the
Glenview Expansion over 3 different Manufactured Home Parks. Besides these proposed
developments, there have been manufactured home park developments to meet this community
need with developments like North Park Heights. With these other Parks built and proposed, I
don’t see the need to add another massive manufactured home park North of the Nechako
River.

There is a need for affordable housing across Prince George, and that can be achieved on this
property under the current zoning with duplexes, strata apartments, row housing, and other
forms of entry-level housing which are already accounted for in the RM1 and RM3 zoning
without heavily increasing the density and urban sprawl in this area.
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Risk to the Neighbourhood
In performing a quick online search of WestCan Properties mobile homes, the following site was
found:

https://www.westcanmobile.com/faq/

This website reports that the company buys manufactured homes for cash from people
regardless of state and condition at less than market so they can sell or rent them at a profit.
The fact that the company has the same name as the company applying for rezoning, and also
deals in manufactured homes does not leave me feeling confident that the best interest for
Prince George is at the heart of this rezoning application. While I was assured by L&M
Engineering that the company is Green Homes, that is not the name of the company on the
application. The name of the applicant is Westcan Properties Ltd, which shares the name of this
site. I would seriously question the legitimacy and intent of any company that

I have included a couple screenshots
of the website in Addendum C for Review.

We hope that the Mayor and Council consider the long-term effects that their decisions with this
rezoning will have on the City of Prince George development, and development of the Hart
urban neighbourhoods. Hasty decisions have been made in the past by different councils with
development along the Hart, which have led to messy subdivisions, higher carbon footprint,
lower property values, massive urban sprawl, and the loss of strong community.

Sincerely,

Heidi and Giles Palmer
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Resources

https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/n1/pub/16-001-m/2010012/part-partie1-eng.htm#h2_2

https://www.princegeorgecitizen.com/local-news/fact-check-are-prince-georges-taxes-higher-tha
n-average-6407702

https://www.walkscore.com/score/twinberry-dr-prince-george-bc-canada

https://pgmap.princegeorge.ca/Html5Viewer/index.html?viewer=PGMap

https://www.westcanmobile.com/faq/

https://www.princegeorge.ca/business-development/zoning-land-use/official-community-plan

https://www.princegeorge.ca/business-development/zoning-land-use
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ADDENDUM A - Original Development Plans
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ADDENDUM B - Walk Score
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ADDENDUM C - Excerpts from Westcan Website
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ADDENDUM D - Restrictive Covenant

*This has been attached as 6 pages using 4 screenshots, but can be accessed as legal
document #PGPL6232 if it is difficult to read in the current format.
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